as well as adding new constraints to increase the robustness
of the system, we have developed a design that we believe is
the closest yet towards robot team repair.
II. DESIGN
The following is a discussion of the design of our
proposed test-bed for demonstrating robust heterogeneous
team repair. It begins with a discussion of the constraints and
challenges involved in creating such a system, and then
presents the components and characteristics of the design.
A. Necessary Constraints for Repair
As one of the only other research groups exploring
heterogeneous component repair methods, Bererton and
Khosla proposed a series of constraints that are necessary for
a CMS to exhibit robust team repair [21]:
1. Homogeneity and robustness of repair - The
replacement method of components in each agent should be
homogeneous and robust. Not only should the repair process
and the tools used be similar for every component, but
components should be able to be replaced regardless of
configuration and orientation of the system or arrangement
of the environment.
2. Completeness of repair - As many of the components
as possible in the system should be replaceable so as to
increase the number of failure modes that can be addressed.
3. Resolution of repair - The resolution of the
components that can be replaced should be as fine as
possible to reduce the resource cost of the repair (the amount
and complexity of components lost).
While these three characteristics are necessary, they are
not sufficient for creating a CMS with robust team repair
capabilities. It is proposed that the following additional
constraints must be imposed on the system design to achieve
this goal.
4. Independence of repair - It is essential that the repair
process should not rely on any assistance by the agent being
repaired. While this constraint does not exclude the
opportunity that assistance could be offered (which could be
used to facilitate the process), an agent must be repairable
regardless of its component state. Repair should be possible
even if the agent is completely passive as it is likely that its
fault condition will render it incapable of actuation or
communication.
5. Ubiquity of repair capabilities - As many agents as
possible in the CMS (if not all) should be capable of
preforming repair. Implementation of this constraint allows
the CMS to quickly respond to faults as well as efficiently
choose agents to perform the needed repair so that the other
tasks being performed by the system are minimally affected.
6. Versatility of agents - An agent should not be limited
to only being able to perform a repair task. Unless the
number of agents is very large or constraint 5 is not
imposed, repair tasks will constitute a small fraction of the
&06¶V RSHUDWLRQDO WLPH 7KHUHIRUH D PRUH HIILFLHQW GHVLJQ

will allow the agents to complete other tasks when not
executing a repair.
The test-bed proposed in this paper, named the HexDMR (Hexagonal Distributed Modular Robot) system,
incorporates all six of these constraints in order to
demonstrate the feasibility of robust repair in a CMS (Fig.
1). The modular nature of its agents gives a resolution and
completeness of repair not yet achieved in any other system.
Its modular design also allows each agent to be customized
to specific tasks as well as to a repair operation.
Additionally, homogeneity and robustness of repair are
realized through the standardized nature of the modules as
well as the design of the repair end-effector. Finally a unique
mechanical latching system and electrical bus allow for any
module to be removed easily by the repairing agent without
assistance from the agent being repaired.
B. The Hex-DMR System Overview
The Hex-DMR system is comprised of modular
hexagonal agents KHUHE\ UHIHUUHG WR DV D ³KH[´ , each of
which includes a frame module and seven additional
modules of five types that are placed into the frame or
attached to other modules (Fig. 2, Table. I). Through the
combined capabilities of each module, a hex can
independently traverse and manipulate the environment,
maintaining internal power and control, but also interact
with other hexes through wireless communication and
physical manipulation.

Figure 1. The Hex-DMR System: CAD model (a) and physical
implementation (b).

Figure 2. The modules of the Hex-DMR system represented in exploded
view
TABLE I
Module list and descriptions for the Hex-DMR system
Important
Module
Function
Components
The passive structural
(1)
module that houses and
Electrical Bus
Frame
connects the others
Handles all computing
Arduino Mega
(2)
and control of the other
microcontroller, Xbee
Control
modules as well as
wireless radio
external communication
Gives the hex its
Continuous servo,
(3)
mobility. The three drive
Omni-directional
Drive
modules, together, create
wheel
WKH³.LZL-GULYH´
(4)
Provides power to all the
Polymer Li-Ion
Power
other modules
Battery
Allows for out of plane
Geared DC motor,
(5)
manipulation for the end- Leadscrew linear
Manipulator
effector
drive
Incorporates the
appropriate actuation
elements for the module
(6)
2 mini-servos, passive
End-Effector latching system; Other
lift prongs
end-effector can be
attached

C. Hex-DMR System Design Elements
The geometry and component makeup of each module
allows the Hex-DMR system to overcome some of the
challenges and shortcomings present in previous team repair
research.
i) Modular configuration ± increasing resolution and
homogeneity of repair

The ultimate goal for repair resolution is on the microscale (eg. replacing circuit-board components). However, a
more feasible system involves repair by replacement of
PRGXODU³FRPSRQHQWIDPLOLHV´, each of which is represented
in one of the separate module types of the Hex-DMR
system. In this manner, every component is contained in an
assembly which has similar geometry and connection points
as every other module. While this increases the resource
cost of the repair (eg. if a wheel breaks, the motor and axel
must be removed as well), it allows every module to be
replaced using a homogeneous repair method. A balance of
complexity is essential because the modules used for repair
(the manipulator and repair end-effector), must themselves
be replaceable by identical modules.
ii) Hexagonal geometry ± increasing completeness of repair
In order for the Hex-DMR system to demonstrate
completeness of repair, all of the modules must be
replaceable with relative ease. By positioning the modules
around the outside perimeter of the frame, they are all
directly externally accessible. The hexagonal geometry of
the frame module strikes a balance between the amount of
modules (resolution) in the hex and the ease at which a
module can be accessed. If there are too many modules,
either the overall scale is too large or the modules are too
crowded to easily access. If there are too few, either the
resolution of the repair or the complexity of the hex is too
low.
iii) Omni directional drive - addressing the problem of
docking
A large majority of the mobile robotics literature is
devoted to robots with non-holonomic drive characteristics.
When planning trajectories for a precise approach to a target
(a docking procedure), using this type of drive can lead to
difficulties [22]. An omnidirectional (holonomic) drive
scheme was implemented in the Hex-DMR system which
affords improved maneuvering capabilities and, therefore,
effectiveness in docking procedures [23]. With this drive
method, errors in orientation or position that are present can
be easily corrected.
iv) Module latching mechanism - passive module repair
As has already been discussed, it is important, in a team
repair operation, for the faulty module to be removed
without any active participation from the module or its
parent hex. Our unique module latching mechanism is
actuated externally by the repairing hex and allows for the
module to be locked either to its parent hex (if it is being
placed) or the repairing hex (if it is being removed). Fig. 3
illustrates this process. To remove a module, the repairing
hex aligns with the faulty module (a) and then inserts both
the static lift prongs, in blue, and the latch actuators, in
green, into the faulty module (b). The latch actuators rotate,
simultaneous unlocking the faulty module from the parent
DQGORFNLQJLWWRWKHUHSDLULQJKH[¶VHQGHIIHFWRU c)-(d). The
module is then removed (e). Placement of a module uses the
same process, but in reverse.

Figure 3. Module latching procedure

iv) Electrical Bus ± increasing homogeneity of module
placement
The electrical bus contained in the frame module enables
power and signal transmission between the other active
modules (Fig. 4). Upon being locked into place, each
module is incorporated into the electrical system through
compliant electrical contacts. Each module type utilizes a
unique set of pins on the contacts so that they can be placed
at any location in the frame, and yet, still have the
appropriate electrical connections. Additionally each module
transmits a specific analog identifier signal that is used to
identify the specific modules present (this is especially
important in determining the location of the drive modules).
This signal can also be used as a simple one bit diagnostic
feedback for module placement and removal.
III. SIMULATING TEAM REPAIR
Before the Hex-DMR system was physically
implemented, we desired to test its capabilities through
computer simulation. The simulation is based around a
simple sorting task where the goal is for the team to move
inactive modules between waypoints, from a source area to a
staging area. Meanwhile each hex module has a probability
of failing, causing that hex to become in need of repairs by
another hex in the system. Fig. 5 displays a snapshot of the
simulation.

Figure 4. The male, frame mounted (a) and female, module mounted (b)
connectors.

Figure 5. A snapshot of the Hex-DMR Simulation in which one hex directs
the team (1), a hex docks with the source area (2) and another brings a
module from the source area to the staging area (3). Additionally, a hex (4)
is trying to locate another hex that is currently in need of repair (5).

The simulation was created in order to test the hex
kinematics and drive maneuvers, and configure methods of
hex interaction and communication.
A. Kinematics and Drive Maneuvers
Each hex has the capability for holonomic motion in the
plane due to its omnidirectional drive configuration. By
attaching reference frames to a hex as per Fig. 6, we can
relate the velocities of the hex in the plane with the angular
velocities of each of the three drive wheels. Using methods
similar to [23] and [24], the kinematic equations of motion
of a hex are given as follows, in Eq. 1:
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where ri is the radius of wheel i and bi is the radial distance
from wheel i to the origin of the body frame.

Figure 6. Hex coordinate frames in relation to module position.

These kinematic equations were used to develop
YDULRXVXVHIXO³GULYLQJPDQHXYHUV´LQZKLFKDXQLTXH
behavior of the hex in the plane can be achieved through
applying specific wheel angular velocities. For example, to
drive along the body fixed y-axis (ie. straight forward), with
a constant linear velocity (Rì ;, the wheel velocities are as
follows, in Eq. 2:
96 5
N96 6 O L d¾uRì á rá
u
96 7

¾uRì h
u

Í

(2)

In this maneuver, 96 6 can also be given a non-zero
velocity which will rotate the hex body, acting as a rudder to
steer the hex. A more complex maneuver, which is used
KHDYLO\LQWKHKH[QDYLJDWLRQLV³FLUFOLQJ´GXULQJZKLFKWKH
hex orbits a fixed point with a constant velocity (R),
maintaining a constant radius of orbit (é; as well as keeping
the y-axis aligned with the point of orbit (Eq. 3).
96 5
>R R >R tR >R R Í
N96 6 O L d F á
E
á
F h
é u
é
u
é u
96 7

(3)

Here b is again the radial distance from a wheel to the origin
of the body frame (now assumed to be the same for each
wheel). Fig. 7 illustrates a simulated example of a hex using
these driving maneuvers in order to navigate to a task
waypoint. The hex first rotates till it observes the appropriate
waypoint (a) and then aligns itself (b). Then the hex drives
toward the beacon (3), stopping a predefined distance away
(4), and preforms a circling maneuver to align itself with the
correct location on the waypoint (5). Finally the hex drives
forward and docks with the waypoint (6). At this point it
would manipulate whatever element was necessary to its
task (eg. a failed module).

Figure 7. Navigating to a Beacon.

B. Hex interaction
To truly act as a team, the hexes in the Hex-DMR system
are able to communicate using a network of wireless radio
transmitters and receivers. In this manner, information can
be passed between the hexes in order to direct and
coordinate their efforts. More specifically, each hex is
assigned two quantities that describe its current state to the
team.

First, each hex has a ³VWDWHYHFWRU´ that indicates what it
is (or should be) doing. The state vector of hex i is given as:
Ñ Ü L >ê5 á ê6 á ê7 á ê8 ?Í where ê1 is the current role assignment
(Table II lists the possible hex roles), ê2 the specific
waypoint in the task being targeted, ê3 indicates what stage
of the task the hex is preforming and ê4 is the time that has
passed at the current stage of the task. The state vector is not
only used internally by the hex to keep track of its current
state, but is used externally, as well, to indicate its relative
location and condition. For example, if a hex has taken
longer than a set time to complete a task, it can be assigned
as a patient and a physician can locate the failed hex by
UHWUDFLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶VSUHYLRXVQDYLJDWLRQVHTXHQFH

Role Title
Idle
Supervisor
Worker
Patient
Physician

TABLE II
Hex Roles
Description
Is not currently assigned a role
Is responsible for making decisions regarding the
operation of the team (including the assignment of roles)
Completes the team assigned task
Has been diagnosed as broken
Is in charge of repairing the patient

Additionally, each hex KDV D ³VWDWXV YHFWRU´ WKDW
indicates the operational status of each module. The status
vector of hex i is given as: 5 Ü L >O5 á O6 å Oà ?Í where m is
the number modules in hex i and sj is 0 if the module is
functional and 1 otherwise. The status vector can be updated
through internal diagnosis or by outside observation.
IV. REMOTELY ASSISTED REPAIR MANUEVER
After these concepts were developed and tested in
simulation, the Hex-DMR system was physically
implemented. We constructed the hex was constructed from
laser cut acrylic sheeting, to allow for relatively simple
fabrication and assembly, and then populated the modules
with their necessary components (Table II). Having
debugged the operation and interaction of the modules, we
have begun testing with the prototype.
One of these test procedures is illustrated in Fig. 8,
where the hex is wirelessly controlled through a mock repair
maneuver. The hex is placed with an empty frame to its left
and a template module to its right (a). The hex then preforms
a zero axis turn (b) and drives forward to align itself with the
module (c). By actuating the lift in the manipulator module,
the hex adjusts the end-effector module to the appropriate
height (d) and then docks with the template module (e).
After latching to the module (f), the hex raises it from the
ground so that it can be transported to the frame (g)-(h).
Another zero axis turn is performed with the template
module in tow (i) and the hex drives forward to align the
template module with the frame (j). The module is then
lowered, pushed into frame, and latched into (which also
unlatches the end-effector from the template module) (k), at
which point the hex drives in reverse to remove itself from
the frame module (l).
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V. FUTURE WORK
Having demonstrated the basic capabilities of the Hex-DMR
system through remote assistance, we will continue to
perform more complex and robust testing procedures. One of
our main goals to this end is to incorporate a sensor module
with a vision system that will allow the hex to navigate the
environment autonomously using a set of visual beacons
located at each important task waypoint. In this way, each
hex will be able to operate in its environment without the
need for absolute position knowledge of either itself, the
other hexes in the team or the task locations. Additional hex
prototypes will also be constructed to test and demonstrate
the proposed interaction methods and to demonstrate a fully
autonomous repair procedure.
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